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Abstract—This paper presents an application of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for the identification of
the optimal operating point of a PV supplied separately excited dc motor driving two different load torques. A
gradient descent algorithm is used to train the ANN controller for the identification of the maximum power
point of the Solar Cell Array (SCA) and gross mechanical energy operation of the combined system. The
algorithm is developed based on matching of the SCA to the motor load through a buck-boost power converter
so that the combined system can operate at the optimum point. The input parameter to the neural network is
solar insolation and the output parameter is the converter chopping ratio corresponding to the maximum power
output of the SCA or gross mechanical energy output of the combined PV system. The converter chopping
ratios at different solar insolations are obtained from the ANN controller for two different load torques and are
compared with computed values.  2000 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.

1. INTRODUCTION ance and a separately excited dc motor driving a
centrifugal pump is the best device /drive as far as

The rapid trend of industrialization of nations,
better matching of the PV generator is concerned.

increased interest in environmental issues led
Performance analysis (dynamic and steady state)

recently to explore the use of renewable forms
of dc motors fed from PV supplies through

such as solar energy. Photovoltaic (PV) gene-
intermediate power converter have been reported

ration is gaining increased importance as renew-
(Veerachary, 2000). Saied (1988) formulated

able source due to its advantages like absence of
guidelines to construct the motor v-i characteris-

fuel cost, no noise and wear due to absence of
tics for maximum daily gross mechanical energy

moving parts and little maintenance etc. In par-
output (GME) and to determine the optimal motor

ticular PV systems are rapidly expanding and have
parameters to match the solar generator.

increasing roles in electric power technologies,
Artificial Neural Networks are widely accepted

providing more secure power sources to the
as a technology offering an alternative way to

pumping systems, where it is not economically
solve complex problems and have been success-

viable to connect the existing grid supply. Op-
fully applied in many areas. The power of the

timum operation (Zinger and Braunstein, 1981) of
ANNs in modeling complex mappings and in

the SCA and a dc shunt motor is achieved by
system identification has been demonstrated

means of a switching procedure of the SCA
(Narendra and Parthasarathy, 1990). ANN based

modules, direct current transformers as well as
real time maximum power tracking controller for

controlling the motor fluxes. Appelbaum (1986)
PV grid connected systems has been reported

has analyzed the performance of dc motors (separ-
(Takashi and Imakubo, 1995). The studies empha-

ately, series and shunt) supplied from PV sources.
size that the SCA operating point is shifted to its

These studies reveal that the dc shunt motor
maximum power point by using a voltage control

powered by solar cells has an inferior perform-
type inverter, which is identified by the ANN.
Various methods of maximum power (MP) track-
ing have been reported in literature. Of these, the
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344 M. Veerachary and N. Yadaiah

ing the array voltage. On the other hand the
incremental conductance method offers good per-
formance under rapidly changing solar insola-
tions, but it requires the high-resolution sensors
for measurement and the aspect of instrumen-
tation imposes an economic constraint.

The present paper brings out the identification
of optimal point (corresponding to MP or GME
operation) of the PV supplied separately excited
dc motor fed from intermediate power converter
driving centrifugal pump or volumetric pump Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of the system.
loads. The converter-chopping ratio is selected
adaptively using ANN to get maximum power
from SCA or GME output from the combined v-i characteristic (Appelbaum, 1986) with N cellss

system. This on-line training approach avoids in series and N cells in parallel isp

adjustment of optimal operating point through
N I 2 IN N s ph gs strial and error procedure and does not require

] S]D ]]]V 5 2 I R 1 ln 1 1H S DJS Dg g s N L N Ihigh-resolution sensors. p p o

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 (1)
problem statement is given. Section 3 deals with
development of mathematical models for indi- where L 5 q /AKT; q–electric charge; A–Comple-
vidual blocks like, PV generator, dc motor, power tion factor; K–Boltzman constant; T–Absolute
converter and pump loads. In Section 4 ANN temperature. The equivalent circuit of PV genera-
structure and its algorithm for designing an adap- tor is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the output v-i,
tive controller is presented. Results and conclu- P-i characteristics of the solar cell array (insola-

2sions follow in the final section of this paper. tion of 1000 W/m 5100% insolation) with solar
insolation as a parameter. In this figure I , V , andg g

P are the output current, voltage and power ofg
2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM the solar array respectively. It is seen that in Fig.

3 the maximum power point of the solar arrayThe problem is to design an adaptive controller
shifts when the solar insolation is changing. Theby using Artificial Neural Network for obtaining
PV generator considered in these studies consiststhe MP or GME operation of the PV supplied dc
of 18 parallel paths and each path contains 324motor system. These MP or GME operations can
cells in series. After substituting the cell constantsbe achieved at different solar insolations by
in Eq. (1) and upon simplification the resulting v-icontrolling the power converter duty ratio, which
characteristic isis adjusted by the adaptive ANN controller.
V 5 2 0.9Ig g

1 23.697 ln 1.0 1 123.456 13.45 K 2 Ih s djins g3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
SYSTEM (2)

The combined system mainly consists of Solar where K is percentage of insolation.insCell Array, dc–dc converter, dc motor coupled to
either centrifugal pump or volumetric pump load
as shown in Fig. 1. Mathematical model for
individual components and describing equations
for MP, GME operations are derived in the
following sections.

3.1. PV generator model

The PV generator is formed by the combination
of many PV cells connected in series and parallel
fashion to provide desired value of output voltage
and current. This PV generator exhibits a non-
linear insolation dependent v-i characteristic. The Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the PV generator.
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power modulator, the motor voltage and torque
equations under steady-state are

V 5 E 1 I R (7)av b av a

T 5 C I (8)e e av

E 5 C v (9)b e

3.4. Model for the pump-loads

Pumps may be volumetric or centrifugal types
having different head–vs.–flow characteristics.
These pump loads will develop speed dependent
torques. The speed–torque characteristics of cen-
trifugal (T ) and volumetric pump (T ) loadsL1 L2

including friction torque are given by
1.8T 5 A 1 B v 1 C v Nm (10A)L1 1 1 1

Fig. 3. The v-i /P-i characteristics of PV generator at different
T 5 A 1 B v Nm (10B)solar insolations. L2 1 1

3.5. Maximum power operation of SCA

3.2. Power converter model For maximum utilization of SCA, a power
converter is introduced in between SCA andThe intermediate dc–dc converter is a buck-
motor. The duty ratio of the converter is changedboost converter with a variable duty or chopping
accordingly to match the motor load to SCA.ratio. This converter produces a chopped output
Assuming the power converter is ideal (all of thedc voltage and controls the motor average voltage,
array power is delivered to the motor) at maxi-current. Further, the converter continuously mat-
mum power point, the power absorbed by theches the output characteristic of the PV generator
motor is equal to the power delivered by the SCAto the input characteristic of the motor so that
i.e.maximum power is extracted from the SCA or the

gross mechanical energy per day of the system is P 5V I 5V I (11)m av av m m
maximum. Assuming the dc–dc converter is ideal,

where V , I are the motor armature voltage,av avthe output voltage and current of the converter for
current; V , I are SCA voltage, current respec-m ma duty ratio ‘d’ is related to the solar cell voltage
tively at maximum power point of SCA. The(V ), current (I ) asg g
motor armature voltage and currents are expressed
in terms of SCA voltage, current at maximumdVg

]]]V 5 (3) power point asav (1 2 d )
V 5 d V (12)av mp mI (1 2 d )g

]]]I 5 (4)av Imd
]I 5 (13)av dmpton

]d 5 (5)S D V 5 E 1 I R (14)T av b av ap

d From Fig. 4 transforming the motor equivalent
]]Y 5 (6)1 2 d circuit to SCA side by substituting Eq. (12) ands d

where d –duty ratio; Y–chopping ratio; T –p

switching period of the converter; d ,0.5 for buck
operation and d .0.5 for boost operation.

3.3. Model of the dc motor

When the dc separately excited motor is sup-
Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of the combined system.plied from a PV source through an intermediate
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Eq. (13) in Eq. (14) then the motor armature emf at a given SCA power (P ) is obtained bym

voltage equation (in terms of SCA voltage, cur- solving (T 5T ) Eqs. (8), (10-A), and Eqn. (19)e L

rent) is in case of centrifugal pump load and Eqn. (8),
Eqn. (10-B), and Eqn. (19) for volumetric pumpE Rb a load. Once back emf is calculated corresponding] ]]V 5 1 I (15)m m 2d dmp mp to P , the duty ratio of the converter is obtainedm

from Eqn. (17). These computed values are takenRearranging the above equation
as reference patterns for training the Neural

2V d 2 E d 2 I R 5 0 (16) Network.m mp b mp m a

for the above equation two solutions exist. Since
the duty ratio never be negative, expression which 3.6. Maximum gross mechanical energy output
gives positive duty ratio is from SCA

2 1 / 2 For a given value of flux coefficient of theE E I Rb b m a
] ] ]]d 5 1 1 (17)SS D S DD machine it is not possible to make the SCA andmp 2V 2V Vm m m

motor to operate at maximum power points (P ,m
For a given SCA maximum power, the motor V , I ) at all solar insolations. This is because ofm m

armature current is obtained from the following the motor v-i characteristic dependent on motor
equations flux coefficient and copper losses in the machines.

In such cases the system is made to operate at a2P 5 E I 1 I R (18)m b av av a * * *point (P , V , I ) of gross mechanical energym m m

output per day for a given daily insolation curve.2R I 1 E I 2 P 5 0a av b av m The operating point’s trajectory is shown in Fig.
2 1 / 2 * *5. At these operating points V .V , I , I . ForE E P m m m mb b m

] ] ]I 5 2 1 1 (19)SS D S DD the machine under consideration the optimalav 2V 2V Rm m a
parameters C 50.6626 (Saied, 1988) make thee

where E is given by Eq. (9). The duty ratio of combined system operate at maximum grossb

the converter (Eq. (17)) depends on the motor mechanical energy output. At a given solar insola-
back emf, which in turn depends on the motor tion the voltage and current (V , I ) corre-m m

load. When the dc motor coupled to the load sponding to MP operation are determined. With
(centrifugal or volumetric pump-load) the back * *these V , I the voltage and currents (V , I )m m m m

corresponding to GME operation are computed
using the following equations.

0.127V 2R 1 89.8Is dm a m
]]]]]]*V 5 (20)m 0.127R 1 Is da m

0.87389.8I m
]]]]*I 5 (21)m 0.127R 1 Is da m

* * *P 5V I (22)m m m

2 1 / 2* * *E E Pb b m
] ] ]*I 5 2 1 1 (23)SS D S DDav 2V 2V Rm m a

*where back emf (E ) is calculated using Eqn. (8),b

Eqn. (10-A), and Eqn. (23) in case of centrifugal
pump load; Eqn. (8), Eqn. (10-B), and Eqn. (23)
in case of volumetric pump load at different solar

*insolations. Knowing E the duty ratio of theb

buck-boost converter for GME operation is ob-Fig. 5. MP and GME operating points trajectory of SCA at
different solar insolations. tained from the following equation.
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to the way a non-linear regression might perform.2 1 / 2* * *E E I Rb b m a
]] ]] ]]*d 5 1 1 (24) Another advantage of using ANN’s is their abilitySS D S DDmg * * *2V 2V Vm m m to handle large and complex systems with many

interrelated parameters. They seem to simply
ignore excess input data that are of minimal

4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
significance and concentrate instead on the more

Artificial neural networks are widely accepted important inputs. This trained ANN can be used
as a technology offering an alternative way to to approximate an arbitrary input–output mapping
solve complex and ill-defined problems. ANNs of the system.
are the gross simplification of real biological We now begin by considering the feed forward
networks and mimic somewhat the learning pro- neural network consisting of single hidden layer.
cess of a human brain. According to Haykin The selection of activation function plays an
(1994), an ANN is a massively parallel distribut- important role in designing neural network. In the
ed processor that has a natural propensity for present problem a bipolar sigmoid function
storing experimental knowledge and making it f[u(t)]5tanh[g.u(t)] for the hidden layer, linear
available for use. It resembles the human brain in function f[u(t)]5g.u for the output layer were
two respects, the network through a learning considered and the network is expressed by the
process acquires the knowledge, and the synaptic following set of equations:

tweights are used to store the knowledge. The An input vector, x 5 (x , x , x , . . . , x ) is1 2 3 n

typical ANN models are composed of many non- applied to the input layer of the network. The net
linear computational elements operating in paral- input to the hidden ‘j’ unit is:
lel and arranged in different structures to resemble

n
the biological neural networks as shown in Fig. 6. h hnet 5Ow x 1u (25)j ji i jThe capacity of a neural network is of little utility i51

unless it is accompanied by useful generalizations
hwhere W is the weight on the connection fromto patterns that are not presented during training. ji

th hi input unit, u for j51, 2, . . . , N representsIn fact, if generalization is not needed, we can j h

the bias for hidden layer neurons. Now, the outputsimply store the associations in a look-up table,
of the neurons in the hidden layer may be writtenand thus neural networks may be of little impor-
astance (Widrow and Lehr, 1990).

ANN models represent a new method in system n
h hidentification and provide attractive alternatives y 5 f Ow x 1u (26)S Dj ji i j

i51for development of adaptive controllers. These
ANNs operate like a black box model, requiring and the net input to the neurons in the output
no detailed information about the system. Instead, layer becomes
they learn the relationship between the input

Nparameters, controlled and uncontrolled variables h

o h oby studying previously recorded data, and similar net 5Ow y 1u (27)k kj j k
j51

owhere u represents the bias for neurons in thek

output layer. Finally the output of the neurons in
the output layer is

Nh

o h oy 5 f Ow y 1u (28)S Dk kj j k
j51

With the above equations in the forward direction,
the error propagation rule (Rumelhart et al., 1986;
Freeman and Skapura, 1991) is used in the
following steps:

Step 1. Construct the network and initialize the
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a artificial neural network. synaptic weights with random values.
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terminated as and when the mean square error E(.)
is less than the specified value.

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A 120V, 9.2A, 1500 rpm PV supplied dc
separately excited motor driving (i) centrifugal
pump load (ii) volumetric pump load is consid-
ered in these studies. The parameters of the
machine, PV generators are given in Table 1 and 2
respectively. Based on the mathematical models
developed in the preceding Sections (3.5 and 3.6)

Fig. 7. Block diagram for ANN training. the converter chopping ratios are computed for (i)
maximum power operation of SCA (ii) gross

Step 2. Apply an input vector to the network and mechanical energy output operation at different
calculate the corresponding output values solar insolations for two load torques mentioned
(eqn(25) to Eqn. (28)). above. The computed values for the above two

cases are tabulated in Table 3. Following the
procedure outlined in Section 4 the ANN isStep 3. Compare the actual outputs with the
trained starting with random synaptic weights.desired outputs and determine a measure of the
The training data for the network is taken fromerror.
Table 3. The chopping ratios corresponding to MP
& GME operations are obtained from this trained

Step 4. Determine the amount by which each
adaptive ANN controller for different solar insola-

weight is to be changed and make corrections to
tions (from 10–100% solar insolation in steps of

each weight.
5%). The results of MP & GME operations are
given for comparison purpose in Tables 4 and 5

Step 5. Repeat step 2 to step 4 with all the respectively. It can be seen from these results that
training vectors until the error for the vectors in the computed and predicted values of chopping
the training set is reduced to an acceptable value. ratios are closely matching. Further the percentage

error in the computation of chopping ratio from
The ANN training block diagram for MP or ANN controller is tabulated in Tables 6 and 7.

GME operation is shown in Fig. 7. Using the From these results it can be seen that the error in
mathematical models developed in Sections 3.5 ANN prediction is less than 2%, 7% for centrifu-
and 3.6 the reference patterns for MP and GME gal, volumetric pump loads respectively. It is
operation are computed. Block-1 represents these observed from the studies that the ANN even
reference patterns. The ANN training is per- though trained for ten solar insolations the inter-
formed by initially assigning random values to the mediate results obtained from the network are
weight terms. Gradient descent algorithm is used within the range.
in the training, as it improve the performance of The adaptive controller using ANN is tested for
the ANN by reducing the total error by changing different set of solar insolations and the results are
the weights along its gradient. The learning rate is close to the computed values. The developed
0.55 and momentum factor 0.80 is selected for controller can also be extended for PV supplied
satisfactory training. The training process was PM and series motors. From these studies it is

found that the ANN provides a highly accurate
Table 1. Machine data identification / tracking of optimal operating points
V 120 Volts even with stochastically varying solar insolations.
I 9.2 A
Speed 1500 rpm
R 1.50 Va Table 2. PV generator dataL 0.02 Ha

21C 0.6626 L 0.0422 Volte g

J 0.0236 I 0.0081 Aog

A 0.00039 J 0.02361

B 0.00238 N 3261 s

C 0.50000 N 181 p
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Table 3. Computed values of chopping ratios

% Of solar Chopping ratio with Chopping ratio with gross
insolation maximum power operation mechanical operation

(Y ) (Y )MP GME

Volumetric Centrifugal Volumetric Centrifugal
pump load pump load pump load pump load

10 0.1634 0.5196 0.1741 0.5530
20 0.3201 0.6526 0.3413 0.6814
30 0.4711 0.7410 0.5028 0.7866
40 0.6167 0.8105 0.6589 0.8582
50 0.7708 0.8846 0.8247 0.9359
60 0.9061 0.9342 0.9710 0.9876
70 1.0501 0.9919 1.1271 1.0476
80 1.1766 1.0324 1.2648 1.0889
90 1.2991 1.0704 1.3990 1.1287

100 1.4305 1.1186 1.5434 1.1784

Table 4. Comparison of chopping ratios (Y ) for MP operationMP

% of Solar Volumetric pump load Centrifugal pump load
insolation Computed Predicted Computed Predicted

chopping from ANN chopping from ANN
ratio controller ratio controller

10 0.1634 0.1743 0.5196 0.5256
15 0.2351 0.2488 0.5769 0.5779
20 0.3201 0.3234 0.6526 0.6390
25 0.3891 0.3978 0.6876 0.6976
30 0.4711 0.4720 0.7410 0.7448
35 0.5515 0.5458 0.7875 0.7831
40 0.6167 0.6192 0.8105 0.8176
45 0.7070 0.6920 0.8491 0.8504
50 0.7708 0.7642 0.8846 0.8803
55 0.8458 0.8355 0.9175 0.9070
60 0.9061 0.9062 0.9342 0.9333
65 0.9787 0.9758 0.9638 0.9609
70 1.0501 1.0444 0.9919 0.9884
75 1.1073 1.1119 1.0065 1.0134
80 1.1766 1.1783 1.0324 1.0368
85 1.2446 1.2434 1.0572 1.0599
90 1.2991 1.3072 1.0704 1.0805
95 1.3654 1.3697 1.0937 1.0956

100 1.4305 1.4308 1.1186 1.1046

Table 5. Comparison of chopping ratios (Y ) for GME operationGME

% of Solar Volumetric pump load Centrifugal pump load
insolation Computed Predicted Computed Predicted

chopping from ANN chopping from ANN
ratio controller ratio controller

10 0.1741 0.1833 0.5515 0.5530
15 0.2506 0.2638 0.6122 0.6133
20 0.3413 0.3443 0.6922 0.6814
25 0.4151 0.4247 0.7291 0.7412
30 0.5028 0.5049 0.7853 0.7866
35 0.5891 0.5847 0.8341 0.8237
40 0.6589 0.6641 0.8582 0.8614
45 0.7425 0.7428 0.8987 0.9018
50 0.8247 0.8209 0.9359 0.9391
55 0.9057 0.8982 0.9704 0.9680
60 0.9710 0.9745 0.9876 0.9900
65 1.0496 1.0497 1.0185 1.0112
70 1.1271 1.1238 1.0476 1.0369
75 1.1894 1.1968 1.0627 1.0681
80 1.2648 1.2684 1.0889 1.0998
85 1.3393 1.3387 1.1152 1.1250
90 1.3990 1.4075 1.1287 1.1413
95 1.4717 1.4748 1.1527 1.1505

100 1.5434 1.5406 1.1784 1.1552
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Table 6. Error in the prediction of chopping ratio from ANN J Moment of inertia
controller for MP operation K Boltzman constant

K Percentage of Solar insolationins% Of solar % Error in the % Error in the
L Armature circuit inductanceainsolation prediction for prediction for
N No. of parallel cells in SCApvolumetric pump centrifugal pump
N No. of series cells in SCAsload load
P SCA power outputg

10 26.67 21.15 P SCA power at MP operationm
15 25.83 20.17 *P SCA power at GME operationm
20 21.03 2.08 R Armature circuit resistancea
25 22.24 21.45 T Absolute temperature
30 20.19 20.51 T Load torquel
35 1.03 0.56 T Electromagnetic Torque developede
40 20.41 20.87 t On-time of the switchon
45 2.12 20.15 T Switching period of the converterp
50 0.86 0.49 V SCA Voltageg
55 1.22 1.14 V SCA Voltage at MP operationm60 20.01 0.09 *V SCA Voltage at GME operationm65 0.29 0.30 V Average motor armature voltage for MP operationav

h th70 0.54 0.35 W Weight on the connection from i input unitji75 20.41 20.68 Y Chopping ratio
80 20.14 20.43 Y Chopping ratio for MP operationMP85 0.09 0.26 Y Chopping ratio for GME operationGME90 20.62 20.94 v Angular speed
95 20.31 20.17 d Duty ratio

100 20.02 1.25 d Duty ratio for MP operationmp

*d Duty ratio for GME operationmg
h

u Bias for hidden layer neuronsjTable 7. Error in the prediction of chopping ratio from ANN
controller for GME operation

% Of solar % Error in the % Error in the Acknowledgements—The authors are thankful to Jawaharlal
insolation prediction for prediction for Nehru Technological University authorities for supporting this

volumetric pump centrifugal pump research and also thankful to the reviewers for their valuable
load load remarks and suggestions.
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